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        Altair introduces a new WBP-210FL and WBP-212FL rugged beltpack versions, compatible with the WB200 Wireless 
Intercom series. These models includes a high attract attention FLASH led LAMP for the receiving CALL. For normal operation
of the beltpack, the FLASH lamp could be disabled / dimmed by menu configuration.
        These new models are conceived for diverse extreme applications:  live music performance, TV ENG, open air cinema
takes and other outdoor applications requiring extended reliability. 
        New performances are incorporated to ease the use in stress conditions: Headset connector by standard size XLR-4
for a higher durability and compatibility, long life Li-Ion battery, secondary battery supply for emergency uncharged main
batteries, keyboard lock to prevent inadvertent operations, bigger illuminated switch buttons, and many others.
        Preset configurations, battery remaining time, coverage and another valued information is provided by a helpfull color 
screen. General keyboard operation is enabled by direct keystrokes in both upper and front panels. 
       Other general specifications are maintained over the classic WBP-200/202 beltpacks with the exception of the flash light:
internal dual diversity antennas, high listening level, number of beltpack per base station, coverage, etc. This new beltpack 
can be combined with the classic size WBP-200/202 on the same installation.

WBP-210 FL ONE CHANNEL BELTPACK

SPECIFICATIONS    WBP-212FL

DUAL CHANNEL BELTPACK. MANAGEMENT APPLICATIONS
SINGLE   A, B or COMBINED  A+B LISTENING.
SINGLE A, B or COMBINED A+B TALK FUNCTION.
 ”STAGE ANNOUNCE” FUNCTION. DIRECT PA MESSAGES.

COMMON SPECIFICACTIONS WBP210 & WBP212

DIGITAL. ENCRYPTED COMMUNICATIONS.
LICENSE FREE FREQUENCY OPERATION.
RANGE: 300 to 75 meters. 
DUAL INTERNAL DIVERSITY ANTENNAS
MAIN BATTERY: LI-Ion. BATTERY LIFE 15 HOURS
SECONDARY BATTERY: 1 X AA  Alkaline. LIFE: 4-6 HOURS  
BATTERY CHARGING BY ALTAIR WBPC-210 CHARGER
HIGH INTENSITY DUAL LED FLASH LIGHT   

CHASSIS
Ruggedized, full 3 mm wall thickness ABS. Comfortable feel rubberised corners.
Unbreakable beltclip. Enclosure Dimension :145x95x35 m/m. 
SWITCHES AND CONNECTIONS
Upper panel: 
-MIC on/off/ptt illuminated switch.
-Channel A/B selector, Stage Announce switches (WBP-212)
-Volume Up-Down controls (WBP-210) 
Lower panel:
-Headset connector by XLR-4 and mini XLR-4.
-USB-B for battery charging and firmware updates.

Front panel
-Up-Down volume controls. Display configuration keys. 
-Illuminated CALL switch
-ON/OFF illuminated switch 
-LCD color screen allowing preset configurations.
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WBP-212 FL DUAL  CHANNEL BELTPACK

FLASH LIGHT

WBP-210 FL 
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